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1. Introduction

One of the biggest challenges mobile app creators face is ac-
tually getting people to download their app, and making sure 
that those people keep using it.

The reason so many developers fail to get the users they want 
is because many of them simply don’t know the tools, tips, 
and tricks professionals use to craft a successful outreach 
strategy. 

That’s why we’ve put together this ebook. 

We wanted to share with you how you can lay the promotional 
groundwork of your app, give you various techniques to reach 
out to various audiences, and provide the tools that help you 
understand your users and keep them coming back for more.

So, what are you waiting for? Your users are out there. Let’s 
go get them!
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  2.  Getting Started

Before you start trying to go out and get users for your app 
you need to get yourself organized. 

(Also, having a mobile app is pretty important. If you want to 
learn how to make one, there are plenty of great examples of 
how.)

But, now that you have your app, how are you going to let 
people know about it? How are you going to tell them it will 
change their lives and make all their dreams come true? More 
importantly,howareyougoingtoengageandfinanciallyben-
efitfromthisrelationship?

The way you do that is by organizing your assets, creating a 
plan, and understanding your audience so that you can max-
imizeyourprofitsandminimizeyourexpenses.

 2.1.  Make a Plan

Planning is one of the most critical, if not THE most critical 
parts of any mobile app user acquisition strategy. Plans give 
you structure, demand accountability, demonstrate respon-
sibility, and determine a goal. 

Plus, when constructing a plan, you have to identify individu-
al elements of your strategy, which will allow you to improve 
your successes or correct your failures. 
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Having a plan can also demonstrate to potential investors that 
you take your promotional strategy seriously, and may encour-
age them to contribute or participate.

Even though you might have a plan, you cannot be beholden 
toit.YouHAVEtobeflexiblewithyourplanandgiveyourself
room to adapt, but simultaneously never be so loose you lose 
track of your goal. 

Once you have your plan, you need to hire the team of people 
to turn it into reality. This team needs to include writers, de-
signers, engineers, and promoters who each have a different 
role, but are all working towards the same goal. 

 2.2.  Estimate the Cost of Customer  
Acquisition

Your business model probably depends on your customers; 
they are the ones giving you their money, or information, or 
othercommoditysothatyoucanprofitfromthem.

They, in turn, expect that you are going to provide them with 
a product or experience that improves their lives or that they 
enjoy. Basic business.

What you need to do before you start trying to go out and ac-
quire new users is estimate the cost of what getting each one 
of those users is going to cost. Every part of your business 
plan has a cost associated with it, and the cost of customer 
acquisition (CAC) is no different.
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The CAC is calculated by taking the amount of expenses your 
business incurs over a certain time, and then dividing it by the 
number of customers acquired during that time. 

Here’s the problem: until you actually have any customers it 
will be impossible to calculate a true CAC. 

Just give it a try though. Getting ahead of the curve and hav-
inganestimateofthesecostswillbenefityouimmensely.

 2.3.  Identify Your Audience

WHO are your users? Who are these wonderful people that will 
become your customers? In order to acquire users for your 
mobileapp,youfirstneedtoknowwhotheyareandthen
where they gather. 

ONLY then can you know how to approach them to entice 
them into engaging with you so that you can promote your 
app to them.

Research your ideal user’s interests, their social media conver-
sations, Google searches, Facebook likes, and you will know 
how to appeal to their desires and provide a mobile app that 
meets their needs. Later on we’ll go into great detail in the 
tools and tricks to do that, so be patient!
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 2.4.  Identify Your Metrics 

You won’t know what your app is doing, good or bad, if you 
don’t pick out from the beginning what things you are going to 
track. Even though there are many metrics to track, the most 
successful mobile apps track at least two critical metrics: in-
stall rate and install volume. Install rate measures the num-
ber of times an app has been installed 

These two are by all means not the only apps to track. Having 
accurate numbers of install rates and volume will help you 
have a better understanding of your customer acquisition cost, 
so you can then revise and update your estimates. With that 
new number, you’ll have a more accurate base number to plug 
into other to formulas that track other metrics like:

• Conversionrate - the ratio of users/people who become 
customers.

• Customeracquisitioncost(CAC) -  Total costs divided by 
total customers.

• Costperinstall - As the mobile app space becomes more 
crowded, it’s hard for developers to stand out, and makes 
findingnewusersmuchmoreexpensive.

• Costperaction(CPA) - How much it takes to convert  
a user into a customer.
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• ROI- Is the amount you make equal to the amount you 
spent?

• Costper1000impressions(CPM) - the amount it takes to 
display an ad for your app 1,000 times.

• LifetimeValue(LTV)-Theprofitacustomerprovidesto
your company.

Withyourplannowfirmly inhand,you’rereadytogetout
there and get users for your app!
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3.  Use the Right Tactics

There are two sets of tactics that should be part of your strat-
egy to acquire more users for your mobile app: Social and 
Technical.

 3.1.  Social Tactics

Social tactics are the types of things you can do without hav-
ing a great deal of technical knowledge. They involve talking 
to people, engaging users, and communicating, applying clas-
sic marketing and promotional techniques to a new medium.

 3.1.1.  Email Marketing

Email marketing is one of the most cost-effective ways of ac-
quiring new users for your app. Everyone has an email address 
(or two, or three) and thanks to smartphones we have instant 
access to email wherever we go, whenever we choose. In fact, 
some experts estimate that email marketing can return $44
forevery$1spent.

You can email your mailing list, or produce a webinar or ebook 
to gather new email contacts. It really works but you have to 
spendsignificanttimetodoitright.
 3.1.2.  Public Relations

Public relations (PR) is closely related to marketing, but differs 
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in a few critical ways. Marketing involves directly (or indirect-
ly) promoting a product to generate revenue. Things like buy-
ing advertising, creating promotional sales copy, and creating 
websites. 

Public relations, on the other hand, is building and maintaining 
relationships that present an favorable image of an organiza-
tion or product. Pitching stories to the media, crafting press 
releases, or responding to informational inquiries. 

There’s a lot of overlap, but what it boils down to is that PR 
is a less salesy way to share your message with the world. It 
takes a good subtle hand to master the line between promot-
ing a product and selling it, but once you do, you will have two 
different yet complementary tactics to acquire new users.

Here are some basic pointers to good public relations
Know the tools - use wire services like PRWeb to put out your 
pressreleases,whichalsohasasidebenefitof increasing
rankings in Google and other search engines.

• Makefriends-buildgenuinerelationshipswithinfluencers,
instead of using them as just contacts for when you need 
something. Pick movers and shakers in industries your app 
is going to be in, and start dialogues early.

• Thinkahead - get your press kits, informational materi-
als, and other assets together before you need them, so 
you’re not scrambling to put something together at the last 
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minute when things go your way (or if they go bad). Being 
ready means having your measurables set up, your com-
munication channels ready, and your tech stack of your 
app ready to support increased user load.

• Knowwhentotalkandknowwhentobequiet - just because 
you CAN promote your app doesn’t mean you SHOULD. If it’s 
not ready, it’s usually best to be patient instead of drawing 
attentiontoanunfinishedorbrokenproduct.

• Keepmoving - always be hustling, just don’t be obnoxious 
about it. Look around for opportunities to promote your app, 
togetitdirectlyinthehandsofinfluencers,partnerwith
organizations who would want to use it.

• Keepyoureyesandearsopen - Stay humble. You don’t 
know everything. When you see something that’s working in 
your app metrics, don’t automatically think you know why. 
Research and investigate so you can replicate and scale it 
up. Additionally, if your app isn’t performing as you’d like, 
compare your metrics to your goals, and try to identify the 
deficienciessoyoucancorrectthem.

Most importantly, always keep your mind open to new pos-
sibilities. Opportunity might knocks only once, so keep your 
eyes and your ears open

But... sometimes you gotta go out and make your own. Get 
out there and stay moving!
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3.1.3.  Social Media Marketing

Before you decide on which social networks to use to build 
your app’s public persona, you have to decide what angle to 
start from. This means your social media voice must match 
your app’s personality.

Who is your app? If it were a person, what would it sound and 
act like?

When posting, use that voice consistently. If your app is edgy 
and “cool,” don’t bore your fans with bland business language. 
But if your app is geared towards young professionals, that 
business speak might suit your audience well.

The social media platforms where apps tend to get the most 
attention are:

 → Facebook
 → Twitter
 → Youtube
 → Pinterest
 → LinkedIn
 → FourSquare

But don’t just post information and promotions concerning 
your app to these platforms. Create conversations and en-
gage with your fans. Reply to comments in your app’s voice to 
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increase engagement. Such a relationship will increase word-
of-mouth praise of your commitment to users, and increase 
downloads as a result.

One word of caution: each social media platform has its own 
terms of service regarding contests, giveaways, and advertis-
ing. Be sure you’re never in violation of them while you draw 
attention to and build loyalty for your app. 

3.1.4.  Content Marketing

Content marketing differs from traditional marketing is that 
instead of just advertising a product or promoting an app, it 
provides actual value to the person: blogs, ebooks, webinars, 
and videos can bring new awareness of your app, establish 
you as a thought leader, and demonstrate your success to 
new audiences. 

The only trick is you’ll need to create good, compelling, ac-
tionable content. Find the right team of designers, writers, and 
promoters,andyouwillmakemoneyhandoverfist.

3.1.5.OfflinePromotions

Just because your app only exists in the electronic world 
doesn’t mean that your promotion should. 
3.1.6.  Organic Reviews

Organic reviews on app stores are one of the best ways to 
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acquire users. Positive word of mouth is perhaps the oldest 
wayofspreadingthebenefitsofaproduct,andyourappis
no different. 

As app stores began to incorporate these metrics into their 
ranking algorithms, they just became even more crucial. 
Just from a mechanical point of view, every time you receive  
a positive mention, every time a user shares a good story of 
your app, the app store algorithm bumps your ranking higher 
than a competitor. 

From a psychological standpoint, when a potential user sees 
that you have many good reviews they will be more apt to 
download your app. Even better, they might be emboldened 
to write their own review.

3.2.  Technical Tactics

Technical strategies are the harder side of things, things that 
involve using technology to maximize the number of users 
your app can acquire.

 3.2.1.  App Store Optimization

Simply put, app store optimization (ASO) is increase your app 
store ranking to make it more visible to users and drive them 
to download your app. It’s very similar to SEO for websites, 
and although the general idea is the same, the tactics are 
somewhat different.
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ASO requires a good understanding of your ideal user perso-
na; it will shape your keyword strategy. Keywords matter just 
as much for ASO as they do for SEO, perhaps even more so, 
sinceyou’reworkingwithsmaller,moretightlyfocusedfields.

Highly researched and targeted keywords will enable users to 
findyourappinsteadofacompetitor’s,andcombinedwith
your clever and catchy description, you’ll make them think 
they won’t be able to live without your app! So, just be sure 
to choose them wisely...

Basically, app store optimization is one of the most crucial 
components of your overall mobile app marketing plan. Let’s 
go over the basics.

 3.2.1.1.  The Eight Basic Parts of App Store Optimization

While there are a few variations between optimizing between 
the two major app stores, the process for both rests on eight 
basic elements. For simplicity’s sake, you can break them out 
into three main categories, but you can discover more specif-
ics right here:
OptimizeYourKeywords

• Choosetherighttitle - what’s in a name? Everything, if you 
want your app to be successful. Keep it short, sweet (but 
not too sweet), and descriptive.

• Writeanoptimizeddescription - be sure to describe your 
app carefully, and make sure that it doesn’t take up too 
much real estate on a user’s smartphone screen.

https://buildfire.com/app-store-optimization-101/
https://buildfire.com/app-store-optimization-101/
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• Localizekeywordswhereappropriate - think of different 
markets beyond just English-speaking ones, and you could 
have additional sources of users.

AppStoreVisuals

• Appicon - make it simple, clean, and avoid words. Let peo-
ple see, not read.

• Screenshotsyouuse-concentrateonthefirsttwoshots,
andmakesuretheyshowaclearbenefit,avoidboringmenus
and splash screens, and don’t make them text-heavy.

• Promotionalorpreviewvideo - videos are a great way to 
showcooltransitionsandgiveafeelforbenefits,butkeep
it short and focused.

OffsiteFactorsthatAffectASO

• Number of downloads (and uninstalls)
• Number and quality of your app ratings and reviews

ASOBestPractices:

• Keep titles short, memorable, and under 25 characters while 
using an embedded keyword

• Make sure to have a preview video uploaded
• Check to make sure your app icon looks good and is clearly 

visible and eye-catching
• Make sure your screenshots are scaled for mobile
• Have a good detailed description of what the app does
• Translate listings into other languages if you want an inter-

national market
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 3.2.2.  Asset Optimization

Asset optimization for apps is simply making sure that every-
thing in your app’s layout is giving the best possible impres-
sion to potential downloaders. Another way of thinking about 
this is sales optimization. Ask yourself:

• Do your screenshots look good, especially on mobile devices?
• Do you have an excellent icon that is clear and distinctive?
• How does your video preview look to potential buyers?
• Does your setup look good on both computers and mobile 

devices?
You want everything looking as professional and appealing 
aspossiblesothatanyonewhofindsyourappismuchmore
likely to download it or buy it.

3.2.3.  Search Engine Optimization

Like App Store Optimization, Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 
is a critical mobile app user acquisition tactic.

When choosing your keywords for your text, include copy or 
descriptions relevant to the subject so it can easily found and 
indexed by search engines.
Once you determine a baseline for the type of terms you want 
to use, do some research to investigate if there are similar 
wordsorphrasesthatgeneratesimilarlevelsoftraffic.
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Google’s Adwords Keyword Tool is an invaluable tool to search 
for lateral keywords, which are the ones suggested by Google 
after you’ve found your app in search.

But remember – don’t just pick any keyword because it has 
high search volume. Any keyword should accurately describe 
yourappandALSOberelevanttoyouraudience.Stuffingyour
descriptions full of popular yet irrelevant keywords will cause 
Google to penalize you with low placement on the search engine 
results pages, reducing your credibility and driving down your 
app’s visibility. Your downloads might suffer as a consequence.

3.2.4.  Paid Tactics

Some of the most straightforward ways to expose new users 
to your app is to pay for them to see it. 

The two most effective paid acquisition tactics to acquire more 
users for your mobile app: Pay Per Click (PPC) campaigns, and 
sponsoringreviewsbyindustryinfluencerstocriticallyreview
your app.

• PPC  - These paid clickable ads appear on websites, apps, 
or other channels that you determine would be appropriate 
for your audience, and every time someone clicks on your 
ad it takes them to a landing page that promotes your app, 
or directly to an app store to download your it. Common 
platforms are Google’s AdWords, Facebook Ads, and Floating 
Ads on individual websites.
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• Sponsored Reviews - the opinions of industry experts can 
make or break the success of your app. Sponsored reviews 
from quality app reviewers provide immense credibility, but 
you need to make sure that your reviewers resonate with 
your potential market but are also within your budget.

Paid tactics tend to be more involved than other forms of ac-
quisition. Think about it; you are sometimes spending a great 
deal money on your outreach. You REALLY want to make sure 
that you are getting your money’s worth. 

Whether it’s researching the types of websites your users are 
likely to use, or writing a really compelling PPC ad, or re-
searching which thought leader would give you the best re-
view, take the time to do it right, and you’ll already be ahead 
of the competition.

3.2.5.  Creative App Design

This is probably the easiest thing to say to do, but hardest 
to actually accomplish: make your app creative. Make it fun. 
Make it interesting and make people want to download it, in-
stall it, use it, and keep coming back for more.

It’s unfair, but even if you develop the best and most inter-
estingappintheworld, itdoesn’tmeanpeoplewillfindit,
like it, or use it. 

But if you hire good creative people, let them do their job to 
make an app that people want to use, that’s a great start to 
successfully acquiring users.
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Or even better, hire a team that’s built over 10.000 apps and 
worked with Ohio State University, Wienerschnitzel, and the 
Los Angeles Philharmonic, and let us work our creative magic 
for you!

https://buildfire.com/pro-services/
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 4.  Analyze and Optimize

Don’t think that the only way to acquire users is through out-
reach. You don’t just create it, let it go, and watch money roll 
in, you have to look at what you’ve done and see how it works, 
andifitdoesn’twork,findouthowtoimproveitandmake
money.

 4.1.  Measure What Matters

How are you going to determine if your app is successful? If it 
fails? The way you do that is to pick a few factors like down-
loads, or sales, or time spent on it, and give them points in 
time to check them. If you haven’t reached them by that time, 
you need to reevaluate why.

 4.2.  Tools and Software

Once you decide what metrics you’re going to track, you’re 
going to need to use the right tools to track them. 

Some one of the best tools to measure the effectiveness of 
your mobile app user acquisition tactics is without a doubt 
Google’s Universal Analytics.
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Universal Analytics connects information from multiple de-
vices and associate multiple sessions to a unique ID to de-
rive accurate user count, analyze user experience, and access 
other relevant data.
 Another service is Flurry Analytics that counts Yahoo!, EA, and 
Groupon as clients, and provides:
 
• Usage: Active users, sessions, session lengths, frequency, 

retention, and more.
• Audience: Your users’ interest, personas, and demographic 

breakdown.
• Technical:Device information,carrierdata,firmwarever-

sions, and details on bugs and errors.
• Events:Defineevents,seeuserpaths,andcreatefunnels.

Both of these tools will provide you critical information on 
how people use your apps, and can indicate the directions 
you need to take to improve their experience. There are also 
dozens of other tools available on the internet that can help 
you adjust your app marketing and improve your tactics for 
acquiring new mobile app users.

4.3.  Test, Test, and Test Again

Regardless of the channel or type of user acquisition tactics 
you use, you’re going to need to test more than one. One of 
the most effective ways to determine the most successful 
versions of your outreach tactics is A/B testing. 

A/B testing involves taking an element of a tactic and creat-
ing an alternate version, for example an email with the same 
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body copy but two different subject lines. You then send these 
two emails to similar group segments of your potential users, 
and measure which email gets opened more. Then you’ll have 
great data on which is the more effective subject line.
Plus, you can use A/B testing on more than just email market-
ing.Swapoutbenefitlists,calltoactions,anythingthatmight
work on different user groups, and you will have an extremely 
accurate view of your users and how they interact with your 
tactics.

One drawback of A/B testing is that while it can provide very 
accurate results, it does take a bit of time. Depending on the 
size of your campaign, the number of elements you want to 
test, and the groups of people you are trying to appeal to, you 
could wait up to a week or more for the results of your A/B.

4.4.  What Happens if NOTHING Happens?

Even the best acquisition tactics sometimes don’t work. 
Sometimes there isn’t even a reason they don’t work; you just 
don’t get the results you want. 
However, if you have followed these tips you’ve already iden-
tifiedthespecificcomponentsofyourstrategyandtactics,
and you all you have to do is just sit down and review and re-
evaluate your efforts

We’ll let you in on a secret though. After building over 10,000 
apps, we’ve seen plenty of strategies that start strong, but fall 
apart in their tactics. If you don’t get the results you want from 
your mobile app, the most likely reason is that you picked the 
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wrong platform to acquire the users who would be most in-
terested in your app.

But, you probably have other channels as well, so be sure to 
evaluate all of your tactics accordingly. Maybe you should have 
targeted Pinterest instead of Instagram. Maybe you should 
have put more into your PPC campaign so your budget lasted 
longer. Maybe you should have written a better headline, or 
devoted more time to your A/B testing. 

The bright side is that because you already picked what met-
rics to track and documented your activity, you can go back 
and revise your strategy, and try again. Just don’t give up!

Butifyoustillcan’tfigureoutwhyyourappstillisn’tperform-
ing how you want, there are people ready to help you!

https://buildfire.com/get-started/
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5.  Conclusion 

There is no magic formula to acquire more users for your mo-
bile app. No secret plan. 

What most people don’t realize about overnight successes is 
that they only appear instant. No one ever credits the public 
relations professionals who laid the groundwork for the con-
nections that brought the initial attention, or the researchers 
who poured through thousands of A/B tests to narrow down 
the most effective design elements, or the writers who wrote 
thepithybutdescriptivesummariesthatattractedthefirst
users on the app stores.

The truth is, the only thing that will get you more users is  
a lot of hard work, listening to experienced voices, and a lit-
tle bit of luck.

Throughout this ebook we’ve outlined some of the most ef-
fective ways to acquire more users, but we’d like to leave you 
withonefinallesson:

You don’t have to use all of them, or any of them, either alto-
gether or one at a time. While this ebook is as comprehensive 
as possible teaching you the tactics you can use, what it can’t 
teach you is wisdom.

It takes wisdom to know what tactics will work for your app, 
your budget, and your situation, but you can’t learn that from 
an ebook, regardless of how comprehensive it is.
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That’s because that wisdom only comes from experience, and 
after building thousands of apps we’ve learned to see how 
larger patterns can affect the viability of certain tactics on 
certain types of apps.

If you want to know more, click here to schedule a free 60 
minute consultation to talk with a BuildFire Genius. Let’s build 
something great together!
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